Week 2 Play Offs (10/28)

SLW Blue –
Blue traveled to Morris for Round 2 play to face the #1 ranked Ottawa Eagles. Once again, Blue
set the tone for the day with a huge victory in the 5th Quarter game. Kekatos, Maniatis,
Wiechers, LaPonte, Johnson and Sroka dominated in the running game behind blocking from
Winters, Rodriguez, Byrne and Duggan (the “human wall”). Defensively, LaPonte, Kocka, M.
Straight and Skrzynski were stellar. Pope and Mrozik had standout games. In 4 Quarter play,
the Blue defense pitched a shutout (12-0) against the heavily favored Eagle offense. Kwiecinski
and Pomykalski ensured fresh tacklers were at the ready to shut down the Ottawa running
game. Stolarek and Willis were relentless on the ends and Adamo, Cumbee and Dauber turned
in their best efforts of the season. O’Brochta (1) opened the game’s scoring with a 35 yard 1st Q
scamper behind, Bell, Michaels and a de-cleating block by Spencer. Jones kept his offense
clicking while D. Straight sealed the Eagle’s fate by capping off a 14-play 4th quarter drive with
an 18 yd. TD run. Scianna was again a human wrecking ball on both sides of play and Emery’s
outstanding kicking game kept the league leaders deep in their own territory all day. A total
team effort… On to Semi-final play vs. Manhattan. Go Blue!

LW Black – No Article
LW Blue –
LW Blue advanced to the semi-finals of the playoffs with a 12-6 victory over rival Lemont.
Fitzpatrick broke a long TD off left tackle with a fantastic downfield block from Belavich. Fitz
returned the favor with a great lead block to spring hard running VTeodoro for the second score.
An outstanding performance from the offensive line of Villa, Jaber, DeJulius, Michaels, Jordan,
Stilp, and Moll pushed Lemont off the ball all day, allowing Blue to control the ball and run out
the 4thQ clock. In a total team effort, Blue Defense continued its excellent play and held Lemont
to only one score, avenging a controversial regular season loss. 5thQBlue defense was led by 3
huge TFL’s from Ostrowski, a fumble recovery from Wiechers, and tackles from Melendez,
JOWright, Bell, and Groen. Phaby, Paull, Nelson, Simon, and Tremblay fought hard for their
yards but 5thQ Blue was unable to get on the board.

JV Blue – No Article
JV White
Paliga delivered the first hit. Many of his teammates followed. Bachler, Zelenika, Corbett,
Ronza, Schmidt, Huguelet, Pollack, Narel, Sedlack and O’Connell also pummeled the Hornets
into the ground. Stajkowski, Tomczak, Moore, Bruns, Helmin, Gritzenbach, Rispoli and Ciatteo
formed a solid defensive line. Both Carr and Rodriguez were credited with sacks. After pushing
up the middle, Morrissey scored the first Falcon’s touchdown. Soon after, Zelenika jumped high
into the air to grab a McGivern pass. Amazingly, he tipped the ball to himself, held on tight and
ran in for a touchdown. Huguelet would be the next to hustle into the end zone. Zelenika
provided excellent blocking that enabled Rodriguez to complete his mission to add six more
points to the board. Russo, Stanevicius, Varchetto, Walsh, Garcia and Criscione also played
well on offense. Final Score Falcons 27, Hornets 8

V White –
The clouds parted and the sun came out as Varsity White prepared for their toughest game of
the season. Defense came out strong, led by Binder, Polka, Weaver, Parkinson, Muhammad
and McCormick. Falcons held Ottawa like no other team had done this season. Allowing just
one touchdown the first quarter and Binder blocking the extra point. Falcon fans were on their
feet starting the second quarter. Big runs by Muhammad, Weaver, and Kaminski leading up to
the quarterback sneak and Touchdown by Walsh. Extra point is good by Thiabult and Falcons
take the lead 8-6. Ottawa confidence was shaken. Defense for the Falcons once again was
strong with big tackles by Muhammad, Polka, Thiabult, Binder, Weaver and Kaminski but they
were unable to stop Ottawa from scoring again. When Frankfort Offense came back out on the
field, they showed some great blocking by Burton, McCormick, Sottosanto, Russo, Bierman and
Diehl. They paved the way for the march back down the field lead by Binder, Walsh,
McCormick, Kaminski and finally a touchdown by Muhammad. Extra point is good by Thiabult
and the Falcons are back in the game. Going into the half White is trailing 20-16. Third quarter
started of great with an incredible kickoff return of 77 yards by Kaminski. He was stopped just
shy of the end zone. An interception by Ottawa gave them back possession and Defense again
held them to a scoreless third quarter. Fumble recoveries by Kaminski and Binder charged
White but they were sadly unable to score again. Defense in the fourth saw big tackles by
Harris, Brozovic, Thiabult and Muhammad. Sadly, White was unable to stop Ottawa from
scoring and Varsity White ends their season. Final score 41-16

